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Abstract-A shape design model that reduces the amount of noise radiated from aircraft turbofan 
engines is studied in this paper. The model is formulated as shape control of the Helmholtz equation 
with radiation boundary conditions on part of the boundary and incoming waves specified as the 
source. Existence of optimal shape is proved to show that the model is appropriately established. 
A numerical experiment is conducted to demonstrate the efficiency of the model. @ 2002 Elsevier 
Science Ltd. All rights reserved. 
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1. INTRODUCTION 

Increasingly stringent noise regulations at airports and demands for more passenger comfort have 

prompted an increase in the amount of research devoted to aircraft noise reduction and control. 

A major component of aircraft noise for the large commercial aircraft currently in service is the 

tone noise generated by the rotating blades of the fan, as they interact with the stator blades and 

the struts. For a given fan geometry, the propagation inside the nacelle and radiation into free 

space of this noise component can be modeled numerically, once the source of noise is assumed 

known. Several methods have been devised towards this end, both in the frequency [1,2] and in 

the time [3] domain. 

In general, passive noise control through laminar acoustic liners is used for fan noise reduction. 

As requirements become more stringent, other possibilities become worthy of being investigated. 

This paper addresses the related issue of shape optimization in the frequency domain. Our goal 

is to find an appropriate shape for the fan inlet so that the amount of noise radiated to the 

far field from the system is minimized. Shape control problems have been studied extensively 

in the past 30 years. The mathematical aspect of the problem was studied, among others, by 

Chenais [4]. He gives the conditions necessary for the existence of an optimal shape for systems 

governed by coercive elliptic partial differential equations. More recently, minimization of viscous 
drag was studied through shape modifications in [5]. There has also been extensive research work 

done on shape identification for acoustic scattering problems [6]. The intrinsic difficulties that 
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are encountered in such an approach for the noise radiation problem are related not only to the 

complex partial differential equations that occur in the presence of a mean flow, but also to the 

wide range of modes over which the optimization has to be considered for a given frequency, while 

satisfying constraints that are related to the aerodynamic properties of the inlet shape. As a first 

study in this direction, this paper considers the Helmholtz equation only, which governs sound 

radiation in a quiescent fluid, while keeping the possibility to study the simultaneous radiation 

of several modes. 

The work is organized as follows. The next section introduces the mathematical formulation 

of the optimal control problem under consideration. Section 3 presents the results regarding the 

existence of the optimal shape. The existence result helps to demonstrate that the state equation 

and the cost function we set up in Section 2 is appropriate. After that, a numerical discretization 

using spectral elements is described, and numerical results to support the analysis are given. 

Some concluding remarks end this paper. 

2. THE SHAPE CONTROL PROBLEM 

In order to simplify the presentation, the fan is supposed to have an axisymmetric geometry. 

The domain in which the control problem is formulated has, in this case, the generic shape 

represented in Figure 1. The modal composition of the noise source is supposed to be known 

on the source plane l?f. The fan inlet casing is made up of two parts, the first part being the 

boundary lYa which spans only the interior of the casing starting from the source plane position 

xi = a and extending to 22 = b. The shape of this boundary is determined by the function 

1~ = a(x), and we assume a hard wall boundary condition along it. The other part of the inlet 

geometry constitutes the boundary rC, along the exterior of the casing with eventually some 

extent along the interior as well. For the sake of generality, we allow for the presence of an 

acoustic liner on this boundary. The boundary PO0 is assumed to be sufficiently far from the 

noise source such that the radiated field behaves locally as a plane wave at local incidence and 

the Sommerfeld radiation boundary condition holds. The fan symmetry axis is denoted by ra. 

The acoustic velocity potential u is supposed to satisfy the Helmholtz equation 

Au + k2u = 0, on fl, 

subject to the following boundary conditions on the boundary dR of Cl: 

(2.1) 

4-f = S(~)Y 
t3U 

dn r” = Oy 
&l - = 
an r<, 

0, 
(2.2) 

(u+xg)~,< =o, 

(iku+&)lr_ =o, 

where x > 0. Both the dependent and the independent variables appearing in the above equations 

are supposed to be properly nondimensionalized. 

The problem consists in manipulating the boundary ru so that the least amount of noise 

propagates to the far field, while respecting some constraints on the boundary shape. More 

specifically, we want to find O(X) so that the cost functional 

J=A u2dO+B I I IVU~~~S~+X I 52(cy(x) - cko(x))2 dx 
Cl R Xl 

is minimized. Here A, B, and X are three constants and A2 + B2 > 0, X 2 0. 

(2.3) 
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Figure 1. Generic solution domain for the noise radiation problem (a) and the fixed 

domain A (b). 

Several comments are necessary for completeness. The constraints on the shape are introduced 
through a penalty term in J, with CYO denoting a target shape obtained in a previous design step, 
most probably based on aerodynamic considerations. The Dirichlet boundary condition on I’f 
does not remain constant during the optimization process. Indeed, g(o) = g+ +9-(o), where g+ 
denotes the sum of the incoming, positive-x propagating modes, which specifies the sound source 
and is among the given data of the problem, hence, fixed during optimization. On the other 
hand, the term g-(o) represents the sum of the reflected, negative-x propagating modes, that 
will, in general, depend on the shape of the boundary. The acoustic energy transported by these 
modes will have as an upper bound the acoustic energy of the incoming modes, as there is no 
other sound source in the domain. The presence of g(o) makes the problem nonlinear. 
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The rest of this section introduces some notations that will be used throughout the paper. Let 
L2(s2) be the usual square integrable function space on R. For u,v E L2(fl), let 

(u,v) := j)tidR 

denote the inner product of the space. For l? c 82, the inner product in L2(I’) is defined as 

(u,v) := s, uadl-‘. 

For a given integer m, define Hm(R) as 

Hm(R) := {U E L2(s2), ax E L2(Q), 171 5 m}. 

The norm in Hm (52) is defined as 

As a final remark, according to the discussion above, we may assume that the following holds: 

Ild4llH’/~(r,) I Ilg+llfpll(rt) + l19-(4111f’~~(rf) 5 2 Ilg+llH*la(r,). (2.4 

3. EXISTENCE OF OPTIMAL SHAPE 

3.1. Admissible Controls and Domain Convergence 

Let the boundary shape to be determined be represented by the graph of the curve 

a : [a,b] -+ [c,d]. 

The domain of the problem, R = I, is thus determined by the shape of the unknown bound- 
ary ro, which we assume to be given by 

ro, = {(GY) E [a,bl x [c,dl, ?4 = a(z)}, 

where CY is a function to be determined by the optimization process. 

As pointed out by Pironneau [7], if ra is the set of all continuous functions, then the optimal 
shape may not exist. Thus, we need to enforce some restrictions on ra in order for the optimal 
shape to exist. For our purpose, we define the admissible family of curves as the following uniform 
Lipschitz continuous functions: 

Aad = {a E c[a, b]; c < a < 4 Ia - a( I p it1 - tzl}. 

We also need a fixed domain 6 such that UaEA4 n(a) c 6. In our setting, we choose fi to be 
the region depicted in Figure lb. 

Let R = R(a). We say that R, = O(CX~) converges to Sz = n(a) if 

II%2 - 40 := ,TzF* b,(z) - 4s)l + 0, n --+ 00. 
- - 

The set of domains {R(a); a E Ad} is said to be a set of Lipschitz domains. We will need to 
following theorem on the extension property of Hm(0). 

THEOREM 3.1. (See 181.) F or every uniform Lipschitz domain R in R” and every positive inte- 
ger m, there exists a linear continuous extension operator 

P: P(R) -+ Hm(Rn), (3.1) 

such that for each f E H”(Q), 

IIPfllrn,R,~ I mfllm,s2r 
where the positive constant C depends only on the Lipschitz constant of the boundary of 52. 
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3.2. Weak Formulation of (2.1) 

We first convert problem (2.1) into another Helmholtz equation problem with homogeneous 
boundary conditions. To this end, let us be a function that satisfies 

-Au0 + u,, = 0, 

uolr, = s(o), 

au0 o 

- = 

an r<. ’ 
au0 o 

U+xanr<z= ’ 
au0 

u+ikan =o. 
rm 

(3.2) 

This is a typical elliptic equation problem and it is well known that if g E H1i2(I?f), then there 
exists a unique uo E H’(R(cr)) that satisfies the above equations. Furthermore, by (2.4), we have 
that 

II~0lll,n(a) 5 llS?(o)llH’/~(rr) L CT 

where C is a constant independent of a. Let f = f(a) = Au0 + k2us. Then f E H-‘(n(a)) and 

IlfllH-‘(n(a)) L (k2 + 1) Il~olll.n(a) 5 c, 

Letting cp = u - ua, we have that 
Acp+k2p= f, 

‘Plr, = 0, 

aq 0 an,<,= ’ 
ap 

U+xdn rc 

= 0, 

(3.3) 

iku+% an r?. = 

0. 

Define a function space V, c H1(R((w)), 

v, := {u E IP(cqc$); ulr,=o} 

The variational formulation of (3.3) is to seek cp E V, such that 

(VR Vu) - k2(p, v) + (xcp>u)r, + i(kcp,u)rx = (f,~), for w E V,. (3.4) 

It is well known that with the last boundary condition of (2.2), problem (3.4) has a unique 
solution [9]. Thus, Ad is a nonempty set. 

We now restate our minimization problem using the variation formulation (3.4). First, define 
the admissibility set V, of controls and states as follows: 

V&j := {(a, p), p satisfies (3.4) for R = a(o)}. 

Vad is not empty since A,d is not empty. 
We may reformulate our minimization problem as: find ((Y, ‘p) E I&-J such that the cost function 

J(a,cp) = A s IV (‘p + uo)12 dQ + X 
J 

b (a(z) - ~o(z))~ dx (3.5) n( 
Q a 

is minimized. 
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To prove our main theorem, we need an important theorem from Fujii [lo]. 

THEOREM 3.2. Assume that f(z, u,p) is nonnegative and continuous with respect to (x, 21, p) E 

R” x R x Rn and that it satisfies 

f(x,‘1L,p) + 4Pl + 003 for each (x, u). 

If un + u weakly in H’(6) and R, -+ 0, then the inequality 

J n f(x, U(X), VU(X)) dx I li:Ef J fh %4x), %4x)) dx a,, 
holds. 

THEOREM 3.3. Equation (3.5) has at least one minimizer. 

PROOF. First note that 
o< inf 

(Q,rp)EV,d 
J(a, ‘p) < co. 

Thus, there exists a minimizing sequence {& cpn} C b&j; i.e., (a,, cpn) satisfies 

By Arzela-Ascoli theorem, there exists a subsequence of {an}, which we denote by the same 
notation, such that 

a, + c~* uniformly in [a, b]. 

If A # 0, then there exists a constant C, independent of n, such that 

II%llL~(n,,) I2ll~0ll&2,) + 211& + loll&,,) I 2ll~0ll$~n,,, + $J(runA 5 Cl (3.6) 

where C is a constant independent of n. Choosing v = (Pa in (3.4), we have that 

Taking the real parts on both side of the above equation, we obtain 

IIVP~II&~) - ~211~nll~~~~,,~ + (XG, dr, = Re CL A. 

Thus, 

Ml2 l,R, I (k2 + c) ll%lL(n,,) + ; (ll~ll4& + ll~ll2-1,n,,) 

or 

IIvnllS,n, 52 (k2 + c> II%ll~~(n,) + llfl12-l,n,,* 
The above inequality and (3.6) ensure that there exists a constant C, independent of n, such that 

II%lll,s2, 5 c. 

If A = 0, then B # 0 and 

IITJYJnllLw,) 5 ; J(wt, cpn) I C, 

where C is a constant independent of n. So we conclude that there exits a constant C, independent 
of n such that 

ll(Pnlll,n, I c. 
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Furthermore, due to the uniform extension property, we can choose an extension & of (Pi to 6 
and a positive constant C such that 

Thus, IL% II 1,~ is uniformly bounded in H1(6). Consequently, we may extract from the se- 
quence {&} a subsequence, still denoted as {$,}, such that.--- 

(Pn --+ 8, weakly in H’ 6 . 
0 

‘\ 

Define (P((Y*) = $(o(a*). We shall show that ~(a*) is a solution of (3.4). For this purpose, let us 

define the function spaces 

and 

IV, := (4 E C” (&) ; Q, = 0 in the neighborhood of I’f} 

IV’ := (4 E C” (0 ((I*)) ; 4 = 0 in the neighborhood of I’,} . 

It is clear that 

V,,, = Hi,(&) = the closure of IV, in Hl(R,), 

V,. = Hk, (i-2 (a*)) = the closure of W,, in H1 (!2 (a*)). 

Let us take w E W and assume that P is the extension operator on Q(cY*) defined by (3.1). Let 
~2 = Pw. Then, 

WV,, ‘17&l + ((Pn73) - lc2 (%r C) + (x%2, G)& + i (bin, tqy, = (f, 6). (3.8) 

To prove that cp is the solution of problem (3.4), we first prove that 

J 
(P,,C dR + 

s 
cpw df-2. 

R, 0cc-j 

Define characteristic functions w = ho and w,, = xn,,. Note that 

s cpnzir dR - 
nit s cpwdR = +,,wnti da - $wtC dR 

Q(a*) I n J n 

= A(wn - w)&'Li,dO + h (~5~ - 9) wtidi-2. s J 
Since (Ion - cr* lloo + 0, wn -+ w strongly in L2(fl). From this and the fact that &, -+ $J weakly 
in Hl(fi), we have that 

and 

Thus, 
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Similarly, we can show that 

s Vq,V& dR --t J VpVw dR. 
Rn We*) 

Next we show that 

By the trace theorem, we have that 

where C is a constant independent of n. Thus, we may extract a subsequence from (Pi, still 

denoted with the same notation, such that (Pi + cp weakly in H1/2(l?,) which implies that 

(Pi + cp strongly in L2(l?,). Thus, 

I(%,W)r, - (cp,W)r,.l = I(% - %w)r,.l I II% - cPII~~(r,,)llWlIL~(r,) --+ 0. 

Similarly, we can show that 

Letting n -+ 00 in (3.8), we conclude that cp = ~(a*) satisfies (3.4). Thus, (cr*,(p(cr*)) E Vad. 

The proof of the theorem is concluded by the fact that 

4. SPECTRAL ELEMENT MODEL 

A discretization of equation (3.4) is obtained using the spectral element method [ll]. Let 

N 2 1 be a specified integer, and denote by QN the set of complex polynomials in the variables 

(Z,ZJ) such that the degree of any q E &I in each variable does not exceed N. The domain 

R(a) is partitioned into E generalized nonoverlapping quadrilateral elements which can have 

curved boundaries such that a((~) = U,“=, &. G’ rven the shape of the boundary aR in terms of 

control points on the fan casing, these elements are generated using a simple mesh generation 

strategy. The trial solution is sought in the space V,” c V, of complex-valued functions whose 

restrictions to an element are polynomials in QN, i.e., V,” = (4 E V, : g5]n, E QN}. In order to 

construct a spectral approximation based on Chebyshev polynomials, let us consider the Gauss- 

Chebyshev-Lobatto points in [-1, l] defined by & = ni = - cos(ni/N), and define the master 

domain 0~ = [-1, 112. A one-to-one transformation from 0&r onto any arbitrary element fl,, 

given by (x, r) = M(<, q), is supposed to exist. Such a mapping can be constructed by transfinite 

interpolation [12] from a description of the edges of the element &. A suitable basis for the trial 

space can then be constructed from the images of the Lagrange interpolation polynomials based 

on the points (&,v~) through the transformation M([,q). 0 n each element, the trial solution 

takes the form 

(4.1) 

where & = 4(M(&, Q)). The (N + 1)’ test functions used for the Galerkin projection are then 

$kl(x, y) = hk(t(x, y))hl(q(x, y)), where Ic, 1 also vary from 0 to N. 

The Lagrange interpolants on the master element 0&l can be conveniently expressed [ll] in 

terms of the Chebyshev polynomials TP(z) = cos(parccos(x)), due to the particular position of 

the points Ei 

(4.2) 
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with Ci = 2 if i = 0 or i = N and ci = 1, otherwise. For the test function $kl then, the volume 

integrals in (z, y) space can be recast as volume integrals over the master element in the form 
1 1 

Ikl = 
ss 

‘%d’(& ‘%b+kl(<> df(‘t-~q) d‘th (4.3) 
-1 -1 

where the operator L: E (1, &, $$}. The function f(t,q) contains a product of terms related to 

the Jacobian of the transformation, J = ) acc,qj WI, and the corresponding metric terms that occur 

through the change of variables. The evaluation of the integral is performed by replacing this 

function with its spectral interpolant, 

such that the integral becomes 

(4.4) 

(4.5) 

where 

i,j=O 

s; = 5 fmn J: ~&(~)+k(%n(~) @I; ~$jb?)+lh)b&?) d7]. (4.6) 
m,n=O 

The operators acting on the Lagrange interpolants are such that, for example, .C$, = g if J& = & 

and unity otherwise. The integrals on the right-hand side can now be evaluated by replacing 

the interpolants by their expression (4.2) and directly computing the integrals of products of 

Chebyshev polynomials. 

In order to limit the size of the domain, the radiation boundary condition is imposed using a 

damping layer within which the amplitude of the wave decays exponentially with distance [3]. 

The resulting system of linear equations with complex coefficients is solved using a direct solver. 

The sensitivities of the objective function with respect to the control points on the fan casing were 

computed by a discrete adjoint of the resulting computer code, and a steepest descent method 

used them to drive the objective function towards a minimum. 

5. NUMERICAL RESULTS 

In order to verify the feasibility of the approach, several numerical experiments have been 

performed aiming at optimization of fan inlet shapes under the incidence of various acoustic 

modes. To find the minimizer of the cost function, we use the optimization subroutine 789 for 

bounded domain. The discretized adjoint equation method is used to calculate the gradient of 

the cost function. Figure 2 presents the contours of such an optimization performed starting from 

a generic inlet shape, for a wave number Ic = 8. For the first azimuthal order, propagation of the 

first two radial modes (1,0) and (1,l) with equal amplitude and phase has been modeled. The 

constraint on the objective function was imposed by restraining the deformation of the initial 

boundary. Optimization subroutine “778” [13] is used to find the minimizer of the cost function. 

A decrease by about 25% of the objective function is achieved. As can be noticed from the value 

of the contours, this leads to a valuable decrease of between one and two decibels in the sound 

pressure levels at points situated in the main lobe region. By industrial standard, such a result 

is significant and clearly useful, taking into account the small deformation of the shape of the 

nacelle. 

6. CONCLUSIONS 

The shape optimization problem for noise radiation from ducted fans has been studied here. 

Our results show that it may present one viable alternative for far field noise reduction. The 

extension of this work to the case with mean flow represents a natural extension of these results 

which we hope to address in the near future. 
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- 

(b) 
Figure 2. Sound pressure level (SPL=lOlog,o(u~) + 100) contours for an initial fan 
inlet shape (a) and the optimized one (b). 
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